Pro-Watch® 4.0

SECURITY MANAGEMENT

Choose Open.
Choose Pro-Watch.

Pro-Watch®

Your Choice for Security.
For more than two decades, Honeywell’s Pro-Watch® security
management suite has been chosen by Fortune 100 and
Fortune 1000 companies worldwide to protect people, property
and assets by combining visitor management, access control,
IP video surveillance and intrusion into one powerful system.
It’s a simple choice. Choose Pro-Watch and make Honeywell
your partner in security.

Open Platform

Supports Wireless Readers*

Effortless integration with disparate and third-party

Providing flexibility for installations that were

systems – resulting in cost savings and increased

traditionally difficult to run wires to in the past.

operational efficiencies.
•
• Drives energy savings through a more efficient use
of HVAC and building management systems, enabling real
return on investment.
• Gives you the freedom to create custom-fit solutions using
easy to use tools like the Pro-Watch Integration Kit—saving
you time and money.
• Integrates seamlessly to visitor management, mass
notification and other systems for tighter security.

Gives you the key benefits of a hard-wired system
without the wires.

• Secure more entry ways that weren’t an option
before— increasing security throughout the facility.
• Save on cost for wiring and installation.

*Pro-Watch 4.0 is compatible with Ingersoll Rand wireless readers
models AD-400, AD-401.

Making Security and
Building Management Smart
Designed with an open platform that offers integration,
scale and flexibility, Pro-Watch 4.0 is the next big thing
in creating smart buildings. A new graphical user
interface features remote web-based monitoring of
events and alarms—just access what you need from the
Internet. Wireless door readers give you all the benefits
of hardwired without the costs. Complete with the tools
needed to build customized apps that interface with
smart devices.

To learn more about the new features and functionality of
Pro-Watch 4.0 download the datasheet at
www.honeywellintegrated.com.

Web Based Alarm and Event Monitoring

Advanced Management Tools

Easily monitor alarm and events anywhere with an

Offering the tools you need right out of the box – to save

Internet connection.

you time and money.

• Gives you the ability to respond quickly to alarms and events.

• Enhanced graphical user interface offers a fresh modern
look with new icons and color gradient.

• Reduces PC operating system issues, no dedicated PC costs.
• Ensures that information vital to business success is never
overlooked.

• Pro-Watch Compliance Report Manager helps you create,
run and save custom reports.
• Advanced Badging makes training employees easier
and offers tools to manage badges more effective.

We support open standards and architecture through

end-user’s investment in existing security technology.

our Honeywell Open Technology Alliance (HOTA).

Honeywell is also a contributing member of ONVIF

HOTA enables open exchange of technology between

and PSIA. www.honeywell.com/security/hota

security and IT manufacturers—maximizing an

Award-Winning Security Management
Honeywell’s Pro-Watch® security management suite was selected by top resellers in 2011
as a Best Channel Product by Business Solutions Magazine.

Which Edition Best Fits Your Needs?
Pro-Watch
Enterprise

Pro-Watch
Corporate

Pro-Watch
Professional

Pro-Watch
Lite

Global control with local
autonomy for large
multinational applications with
unlimited users and doors.

For mid-size to large
applications, from 5 users
and 96 doors or more.

For small to mid-size
applications, up to 5 users
and 64 doors.

Basic functionality for the
small business with up to 32
doors. Badging not included.

Choose Pro-Watch Today!
The sooner you act, the sooner you can streamline your security operations with Honeywell’s solutions.
• Call

800-323-4576 to speak to a Honeywell representative, or

• Visit

www.honeywell.com/security/discover to register for a self-paced tutorial of Pro-Watch 4.0

Get Connected!
Follow us on social media.

For more information:
www.honeywellintegrated.com
Automation and Control Solutions
Honeywell Security Group
2700 Blankenbaker Pkwy, Suite 150
Louisville, KY 40299
1.800.323.4576
www.honeywell.com
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